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Aggressive primary mediastinal non-Hodgkin's lymphomas:
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ABSTRACT: Aggressive primary mediastinal non-Hodgkin's lymphomas (NHL) represent a particular entity among intrathoracic neoplasms. Twenty-nine patients with
primary mediastinal aggressive NHL diagnosed and treated in the author's institution
were studied.
According to the Revised European-American Lymphoma (REAL) classification,
there were 15 diffuse large B-cell, eight T-lymphoblastic, four anaplastic, one large Tcell and one Burkitt's lymphomas. The study group consisted of 14 females and 15
males, with a mean age of 38 yrs. Symptoms arose from an aggressive anterior mediastinal mass, with a high prevalence of superior vena caval syndrome, pleural, and
pericardial effusions. At the time of diagnosis, disease was confined to supradiaphragmatic areas in 24 patients, while subdiaphragmatic nodal or extranodal involvement was also present in five.
All patients received a combination of aggressive chemotherapy regimens, mainly
according to the French protocols for the treatment of NHL. A chest radiograph
response of <50% after the first course of chemotherapy and failure to achieve a
complete remission after the first line of chemotherapy were significantly associated
with unfavourable prognosis. Overall 5-yr and 9-yr survival rates were 55 and 48%,
respectively.
Patients properly diagnosed and treated with a combined modality of chemotherapy can experience prolonged survival.
Eur Respir J 1999; 13: 1133±1138.

Unlike patients with Hodgkin's disease who present in
two-thirds of cases with initial mediastinal involvement
[1], a mediastinal mass is a rare presentation of patients
with non-Hodgkin's lymphoma (NHL) [2, 3]. Moreover,
mediastinal involvement with paratracheal and mediastinohilar adenopathy is present in ~15±25% of NHL [1, 3]
with advanced disease [4]. Primary mediastinal NHL represents only 5±10% of all aggressive NHL [4]. Twentynine cases of aggressive NHL arising in the mediastinum
were retrospectively analysed to ascertain their clinical,
radiographic, histopathological, and evolutive features.
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Pathology
Histological specimens were reviewed by two pathologists (R. Loire, F. Berger), confirmed as NHL and subclassified according to the Revised European-American
Lymphoma (REAL) classification [7, 8]. Most of them
were also reviewed by the French haematopathologists
from the Groupe d'Etude des Lymphomes de l'Adulte
(GELA). Paraffin sections from all cases were available
for immunohistological study.
Clinical presentation

Patients and methods
Selection of patients
Records of all patients $15 yrs of age in whom a diagnosis of aggressive primary mediastinal NHL was made
in the author's institution, between 1978 and 1997, were
reviewed. Primary NHL was defined as an initial prominent mediastinal mass, with or without contiguous extension to the pleura or lungs, or supraclavicular lymph
node involvement [5, 6]. The presence of extrathoracic
involvement was not considered as an exclusion criteria.

All clinical symptoms involving both thoracic and extrathoracic manifestations were recorded. Chest radiographs
were examined for tumour bulk and pleural effusion. Chest
computed tomography (CT) scans were examined for tumour location, presence of necrosis, pulmonary parenchymal involvement, chest wall invasion, and presence of
pleural and/or pericardial effusion. The tumour was classified as bulky if the mediastinal diameter on the posteroanterior chest radiograph was >10 cm.
Staging
The patients' clinical staging was defined according to
the Ann Arbor classification. Staging procedures included
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bone marrow examination, ultrasonography and CT of the
abdomen, cardiac ultrasonography, and lumbar puncture.
Ann Arbor tumour stage is ambiguous for patients with
pleural and/or pericardial effusion. Those patients with
contiguous intrathoracic extension were considered as
stage IIE, independently of the number of sites involved.
NHL International Prognostic Index (IPI) [9] based on:
age, tumour staging, serum lactate dehydrogenase (LDH)
level, performance status, and number of extranodal involved sites, was defined for each patient.

Table 1. ± Distribution of histopathological types in 29
cases of primary mediastinal non-Hodgkin's lymphoma (according the Revised European±American Lymphoma classification)

Therapy

topathological types in the 29 cases of malignant mediastinal NHL is shown in table 1. The most common
pathological type was diffuse large B-cell lymphoma (15
patients), followed by T-lymphoblastic lymphoma (eight
patients). The 29 cases described represented 11.5% of
the 252 primary mediastinal tumours recorded by the author's pathology department over the study period, whereas thymomas made up 42%.

Therapeutic regimens including conventional aggressive
chemotherapy, intensive chemotherapy followed by autologous bone marrow graft, and mediastinal radiation therapy were recorded.
Treatment response
Treatment response was evaluated by chest radiographs
and chest CT scans. Complete remission was defined as the
disappearance of all clinical and biological detectable signs
of active lymphoma with return to normal of radiographic
findings, and partial remission was defined as a >50%
reduction in tumour area. Patients with residual mediastinal
masses with no other evidence of disease were grouped
with those in complete remission for the analysis of factors
affecting survival. Residual mediastinal abnormalities were
thought to be scar tissue from the treatment.

Type

n (%)

Diffuse large B-cell
T-lymphoblastic
Anaplastic
Large T-cell
Burkitt

15
8
4
1
1

(51)
(28)
(14)
(3.5)
(3.5)

Clinical presentation

Overall survival duration was calculated from the date of
diagnosis to the date of death or last follow-up. Disease
free survival duration was calculated from the date of
diagnosis to the date of relapse or last follow-up. Survival
curves were plotted using the Kaplan±Meier method.
Overall survival and disease free survival were evaluated
by stratified analysis for age, sex, histological subgroup,
presence of pleural effusion, presence of pericardial effusion, LDH level, size of lesions, clinical staging, IPI
staging, radiographic response after the first course of
chemotherapy, and achievement of complete remission
after the first line of chemotherapy. Score test (log-rank
test) was used to identify univariate predictors.

Of the 29 patients, 15 were male and 14 were female. Of
the 15 patients presenting with diffuse large B-cell NHL,
eight were male and seven were female. Mean age at diagnosis was 38 yrs (range 15±65 yrs), with 17 patients <40
yrs of age. Ten patients (34.5%) had a $10 pack-yr history
of smoking.
The presenting symptoms and physical findings are
presented in table 2. No patient was asymptomatic. Thoracic symptoms were rapid in onset (mean time between
beginning of symptoms and diagnosis: 2.5 months) and
sometimes life-threatening: eight patients (28%) presented with a progressive superior vena caval syndrome and
two (7%) with cardiac tamponade syndrome. Extrathoracic symptoms were: asthenia in 14 cases (48%), weight
loss in nine (31%), and fever in eight (28%). Six patients
(20%) presented with an ipsilateral cervical or supraclavicular adenopathy in direct contiguity with the primary
tumour.
At chest radiograph, the mediastinal mass was anterior
in 19 cases (65.5%), anterior and middle in eight cases
(28%), posterior in one case (3.5%), and in another case
the three compartments of the mediastinum were involved.
Pleural effusion was present at chest radiography in 13
patients (45%), unilateral in 10 and bilateral in three, and
could be moderate (eight cases) or abundant (five cases).

Results

Table 2. ± Clinical features and physical findings at presentation in 29 patients with non-Hodgkin's lymphoma

Statistical analysis

Thirty-eight patients were identified, of whom nine were
eliminated from the study for inadequate clinical or followup information in two cases, diagnosis of Hodgkin's disease in three cases, and nonaggressive NHL (follicle centre, follicular according to the REAL classification) in four
cases after pathological revision. Among the remaining 29
patients, 22 were diagnosed in the previous 10 yrs. Diagnostic tissue samples were obtained by thoracotomy in
18 cases, mediastinoscopy in three cases, superficial cervical lymph node biopsy in seven cases, and one case was
diagnosed by bronchial biopsy. The distribution of his-

Symptoms and signs

n (%)

Cough
Chest pain
Superior vena caval syndrome
Dysphonia
Haemoptysis
Tachyarrythmia
Chest wall invasion
Asthenia
Fever
Weight loss (>10% body weight)

18
14
8
4
4
2
2
14
9
8

(62)
(48)
(28)
(14)
(14)
(7)
(7)
(49)
(31)
(28)
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Cytological examination of the pleural fluid showed the
presence of lymphoma cells in four out of 13 (30%) cases.
Pericardial fluid was present in 10 (38%) of the 26 patients
who had a CT thoracic scan, and cardiac ultrasonography
confirmed pericardial effusion in these cases. An emergency surgical pleuro-pericardial communication had to be
made in two cases, neither of which showed the presence
of lymphoma cells in the pericardial fluid by cytological
examination. CT thoracic scans demonstrated cystic areas
in masses suggesting necrosis in nine cases (35%) (fig. 1),
contiguous lung involvement in 11 cases (42%), pleural
effusions in 13 cases, and contiguous chest wall invasion
in two cases (7%). Nineteen patients (65%) presented
with bulky tumour (fig. 2).
Fibreoptic bronchoscopy performed in 20 out of 29
patients showed extrinsic compression in seven, and bronchial inflammation in 13, but histological examination
indicated lymphoma in only two out of 13 bronchial
biopsies.
Staging
According to the Ann Arbor classification, 24 patients
were classified in clinical stage II or IIE at the time of
diagnosis, two in stage III, and three in stage IV. Among
the patients with stage IV disease, one presented with
initial bone marrow and spinal fluid involvement (T-lymphoblastic NHL), one with bone involvement (Burkitt's
NHL), and one with pancreatic involvement confirmed by
cytological examination (large B-cell NHL). Three patients
had B symptoms (night sweats, unexplained fever >388C,
and weight loss (>10% of body weight in <6 months)). By
the IPI classification, 21 patients were in the low group (0
or 1 risk factor), seven in the low intermediate (2 risk
factors), one in the high intermediate (3 risk factors), and
one in the high (4 or 5 risk factors).
Results of treatment
No patient had previously been treated elsewhere. All
patients received a combination of aggressive chemotherapy regimens, mainly according to the French protocols for

Fig. 1. ± Chest computed tomography scan (1 mm slices) showing presence of necrosis in the tumour and chest wall invasion.

Fig. 2. ± Anteroposterior chest radiograph showing a bulky tumour with
pericardial effusion and controlateral pleural effusion.

treatment of NHL (lymphomes non-Hodgkiniens (LNH)84, LNH-87, LNH-93) [10], and 18 patients were included
in these multicentre studies. Induction chemotherapy consisted of combination doxorubicin-containing regimens:
doxorubicin, cyclophosphamide, vindesine, bleomycin,
and prednisone (ACVBP); methotrexate with leucovorin,
doxorubicine, cyclophosphamide, vincristine, prednisone,
and bleomycin (MACOP-B); cyclophosphamide, doxorubicin, vincristine, and prednisone (CHOP); and ifosfamide, methotrexate and prednisone (VIM), were usually
used. Thirteen patients (eight in first complete remission
and five in second complete remission) further received an
intensive chemotherapy followed by autologous bone marrow transplantation in the bone marrow transplant unit at
the Centre Hospitalier Lyon Sud (eight patients) or the
Centre Leon Berard (five patients) (table 3). Ten patients
(two in first remission and eight in local relapse) received
mediastinal radiotherapy. With a median follow-up of 70
months (range 1±112 months), 15 patients are alive: 14
without any evidence of disease and one with progressive
disease. Three of 29 patients were immediately refractory
to chemotherapy and died from NHL, whereas remission
after the first line of chemotherapy was obtained in the 26
remaining patients (20 complete remission, and six partial
remission).
Nineteen patients had a residual mediastinal mass which
was evaluated by pathological restaging in only two cases.
Initial relapses with a median delay of 6 months (range 1±
48 months) were seen in 16 out of 26 cases (14 in complete
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Table 3. ± Baseline characteristics, treatment, response and ultimate outcome for patients treated with intensive chemotherapy followed by autologous bone marrow transplantation (BMT)
Patient
No.

Sex
(M, F)

Age
yrs

Ann Arbor
stage

REAL type

Clinical status before
BMT

Treatment

Outcome

M
F
M
M
F
F
M
M
F
M
F
F
M

30
26
37
16
39
18
26
42
48
41
16
20
31

II
II
II
II
II
II
II
IV
IV
II
II
II
IV

LBC
LBC
LBC
Anaplastic
Anaplastic
Lymphoblastic
Lymphoblastic
Lymphoblastic
LBC
Anaplastic
Lymphoblastic
Lymphoblastic
Burkitt

CR1
CR1
CR1
CR1
CR1
CR1
CR1
CR1
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2
CR2

BEAM
BEAM
CPM/VP16
ISA
BEAM
CPM/TBI
BEAM
CPM/VP16
BEAM
BEAM
CPM/TBI
CPM/TBI
BEAM

Alive
Alive
Alive
Alive
Alive
Died
Alive
Died
Died
Alive
Died
Died
Died

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

M: Male; F: Female; REAL: Revised European-American Lymphoma; LBC: Large B-cell; CR1: first complete remission; CR2: second
complete remission; BEAM: 1, 3-bis-(2-chloroethyl)-1-nitrosourea (carmustine), etoposide, cytarabine, melphalan; ISA: cyclophosphamide, etoposide, carmustine; CPM/TBI: cyclophosphamide, total body irradiation; CPM/VP16: cyclophosphamide, etoposide.

remission and two in partial remission): eight were intrathoracic, five extrathoracic, and both intra- and extrathoracic in three cases. Extrathoracic sites of relapse were
lymph nodes (three patients), cerebrospinal fluid (two patients), bone marrow (two patients), bone (one patient), and
liver (one patient). NHL caused the death of 11 of 16
patients (six from intrathoracic progression, three from extrathoracic, and two from intra- and extrathoracic progression). Of the 19 patients with a residual mediastinal
mass, 14 are still alive, while five progressed despite chemotherapy (four died from disease, whereas one is still
alive after autologous bone marrow transplantation). Among the five patients treated with intensive chemotherapy
after a second remission, one is still alive and four died
from disease. Three of eight patients who received thoracic
radiotherapy for local relapse are still alive, and five died,
all from disseminated disease.
The overall survival rates were 63% at 3 yrs, 55% at 5
yrs, and 48% at 9 yrs (fig. 3). The 5-yr survival without
progression was 29%. Age, sex, histopathological subtype, IPI stage, and presence of pericardial effusion
influenced neither overall survival nor survival without
progression, but these were significantly negatively influenced by absence of complete remission after the first

Survival probability

1.00
0.75

line of chemotherapy and a chest radiograph response of
<50% after the first course of chemotherapy. A trend
toward unfavourable prognosis was associated with high
LDH and bulky tumour (table 4).
Discussion
This study reports on a series of patients with aggressive
primary mediastinal NHL diagnosed and followed in a
single centre. In agreement with the literature, these aggressive NHL represented only 11.5% of all mediastinal
tumours recorded in the author's institute whereas thymic
tumours comprised ~40% [11, 12]. Primary aggressive
NHL may simulate several mediastinal tumours including
advanced thymoma, germ cell tumour, or small cell lung
carcinoma with extensive lymphadenopathy.
The primary mediastinal malignant NHLs were categorized by VAN HEERDEN et al. [13] in 1969 and by BENJAMIN
et al. [14] in 1972. LICHTENSTEIN et al. [4] reported a series
of 17 patients with primary mediastinal NHL including
nine patients with lymphoblastic lymphoma. Lymphoblastic lymphomas were described in the early 1970s, as a
subtype of aggressive and high-grade lymphoma seen
primarily in young males and having a greater tendency
to dissemination, particularly in the meninges and the
bone marrow. Lymphoblastic NHL also shares many clinical features with acute lymphoblastic leukaemia associated with a mediastinal mass, and these two entities are
Table 4. ± Prognostic factors for survival
Variable

0.50
0.25
0

0

1

2

3

4

5
6
Years

7

8

9

Fig. 3. ± Survival plots (Kaplan±Meier) for overall survival for the 29
patients with mediastinal non-Hodgkin's lymphoma.

Complete remission after first line
of chemotherapy (favourable)
Radiographic response $50%
after the first course of chemotherapy
(favourable)
LDH above 350 U.L-1 (unfavourable)
Tumour bulk (unfavourable)
Ann Arbor stage >II (unfavourable)
Pleural effusion (unfavourable)
LDH: lactate dehydrogenase.

Survival p-value
0.0001
0.02
0.06
0.1
0.3
0.3
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thought to represent different phases of the same malignancy [2]. TRUMP and MANN [15] reported a series of 11
adults presenting with nonlymphoblastic primary mediastinal NHL. Using a modified Rappaport classification,
10 cases were classified as diffuse large cell lymphoma
and exhibited homogeneous clinical features. Subsequent
series, restricting analysis to diffuse large cell lymphoma,
identified a characteristic clinical entity usually seen in
young females and thought to originate from a specific
population of B-cells resident in the thymus [16±19].
However, primary mediastinal lymphomas comprise several distinct histopathological entities. A predominance of
large B-cell lymphoma (51%) was found in this study, but
other histological subtypes were also present, especially
T-lymphoblastic which represented 28% of the cases. The
current study indicates that, even if histopathological
subgroups differ, primary mediastinal NHL have some
characteristic clinical features in common. They usually
present with thoracic symptoms, which are rapid in onset.
Superior vena caval syndrome, pleural and/or pericardial effusion, when associated with mediastinal tumour,
should alert to the possibility of a mediastinal NHL (mediastinal NHL account for 5±15% of superior vena caval
syndrome) [20, 21]. In these patients, there was an equal
distribution between the sexes, even among the large Bcell NHL group, unlike the studies of TODESCHINI et al.
[22] and LAZZARINO et al. [23] who reported a predominance of females. Although the age at onset was slightly
older in this as compared with other series of mediastinal
NHL in adults, these occurred in people <40 yrs of age in
17 of 29 cases.
NHL in this and other series are bulky anterior mediastinal masses with average diameters of $10 cm in twothirds of patients [24]. It is felt that a CT scan of the thorax
and the abdomen is crucial because enlarging masses
often invade contiguous thoracic structures (pleura, pericardium, vessels, chest wall), and it allows determination of both tumour bulk [22] and its local spread [24].
Although fibreoptic bronchoscopy is often performed in
patients with respiratory symptoms, biopsies only rarely provide a diagnosis. The involvement of superficial
lymph nodes and extrathoracic spread at presentation are
rather infrequent [4, 19, 22, 25], thus leading to aggressive diagnostic surgical procedures such as mediastinoscopy or thoracotomy.
NHL characterized by a very aggressive course must be
treated with intensive polychemotherapy: a four- or fivedrug combination regimen (including anthracyclins and
steroids) should be given at high dosages and delivered
over a short period of time with short intervals between
cycles. The present results compare favourably with the
literature, with complete remission obtained in 69% of patients, and an overall 5-yr survival of 55% [24]. Although
previous series had described primary mediastinal NHL
as an aggressive disorder with a poor prognosis [16, 26±
28], more recent studies, especially those of mediastinal
large B-cell NHL, have reported more encouraging results of treatment [19, 27]. Moreover, CAZALS-HATEM et al.
[5] did not find any difference between the 3-yr survival
of patients with aggressive mediastinal NHL and aggressive nodal NHL. KIRN et al. [25] noted the presence
of pleural effusion as a poor prognostic factor with 88%
of patients relapsing in the presence of pleural effusion
on CT scan versus 42% for those without effusions.
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LAZZARINO et al. [23] found that poor performance status
and pericardial effusion were the two main independent
factors associated with risk of death. Bulky tumour [29],
persistence of a residual mass [5], and absence of chemosensitivity [14, 25] were also reported as unfavourable
prognostic signs. In this series, prognosis was poorer
when the first line of chemotherapy failed to achieve a
complete remission, and when radiographic response after the first course of chemotherapy was <50%. Patients
with high-grade NHL responding rapidly to therapy with
achievement of complete remission after two months of
chemotherapy, have a better prognosis than those achieving complete remission more slowly [24, 30, 31]. A
radiographic response to the first course of chemotherapy
of <50% should be considered as a warning sign for nonresponse to standard therapy. Response to early doseintensive salvage therapy is possible and may benefit
patients with partial remission [30]. It is felt that intensive
chemotherapy followed by autologous bone marrow
transplantation should be considered for patients with a
chest radiograph response of <50% after the first course
of chemotherapy, or failure to achieve a complete remission after the first line of chemotherapy, or resistance
to standard chemotherapy.
Patients with aggressive NHL often have residual
masses on early restaging studies [32]. These may regress
or resolve on follow-up CT scans [25, 29], but increased
frequency of relapses and deaths has also been reported
[5]. For such residual masses, three main options may be
considered: further treatment (possibly involving excessive and perhaps unnecessary therapy), pathological analysis where a needle biopsy may not be sufficient, thus
making surgery necessary, or observation [32]. Early
restaging by a gallium scan may identify patients with
poor prognosis, i.e. those whose tumours remain gallium
avid after two cycles of chemotherapy [33]. In such cases,
and when the initial tumour was bulky, involved-field
radiotherapy may be indicated. Nevertheless in this series, whereas initial relapses more frequently involved the
intrathoracic compartment, only a few patients died from
local evolution. Consequently, the authors, like others,
consider that radiotherapy is still controversial [18, 21].
In conclusion, primary mediastinal aggressive nonHodgkin's lymphoma represents a distinct and characteristic entity among intrathoracic neoplasms. These are
characterized pathologically by a predominance of diffuse
large B-cell and lymphoblastic T-lymphomas. Despite
different histological subtypes, they share some characteristic clinical, radiographic and evolutive features. Presenting symptoms of these tumours are usually thoracic, such
as rapid in onset superior vena caval syndrome, reflecting
bulky, invasive masses that may invade adjacent structures.
Aggressive surgical procedures such as thoracotomy or
mediastinoscopy are often necessary to obtain a precise
pathological diagnosis. The therapeutic approach should
be adapted to the histological subtype and requires chemotherapy regimens delivered at full dosages as for
aggressive NHL. An absence of complete remission after
the first line of chemotherapy and a chest radiograph response after the first course of chemotherapy of <50%
were found to be unfavourable prognostic factors. Patients
properly diagnosed and treated with a combined modality
of chemotherapy can experience prolonged survival.
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